The Arts Management Programme of
LASALLE College of the Arts is proud to
present a Singapore-based, annual arts
festival which seeks to showcase a variety
of integrated art forms by local, regional
and international artistic talents, with
the aim to become Singapore’s leading
arts festival by a tertiary institution.
Based on the idea of who we are in the
world today, i-AM 2010 aims to explore a
range of modern-day themes relating to
Singapore, Asia and ultimately, the rest of
the world, in this age of globalization.
It showcases arts events that range from
collaborations between different artists
and art forms, to simply a look within
issues such as family relationships and
the exploration of identity within a multicultured society in Singapore.
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About Arts Management in LASALLE College of the Arts

About LASALLE College of the Arts

Arts Management is an emerging field that will increasingly shape the
practice and consumption of arts into the 21st century, informed by
innovation, economics and culture, and supported by a burgeoning
government-led arts infrastructure. As such, trained arts managers and
administrators are needed to guide this growth, as we enter the next phase
of becoming a multi-dimensional creative hub for the region and beyond.

Founded in 1984 by De La Salle educator, Brother Joseph
McNally, LASALLE College of the Arts is a specialist tertiary
institution leading contemporary arts education in fine art,
design, media and performing arts in the Asia Pacific.

The programme provides an interdisciplinary curriculum focused
on imparting knowledge and understanding about the artistic and
business environments of the creative and cultural industries. In
achieving this, students undertake study centered around four key
pillars: Professional Practice (Visual and Performing Arts Management
Practice), Business of the Creative Enterprise, History and Contextual
Studies, and Research and Communications Skills. Emphasis is also
placed on personal motivation and development of character.

LASALLE offers the most comprehensive range of 26 diploma and
degree awards in design, fine arts, film, media arts, fashion, dance,
music, theatre, art history, art therapy and arts management in
the region. As an accredited institution of the United Kingdom’s
largest university, the undergraduate and postgraduate
programmes offered by LASALLE are benchmarked against the best
universities in the UK, making them internationally recognised
and equivalent to UK MA, BA(Hons) and DipHE qualifications.
The College is a non-profit, private educational institution.

(ABOUT)

The Arts Management programme is a rigorous one, with a distinctive
focus on practice, research, business and history. Students will receive
comprehensive exposure to art theory, dance, music and theatre,
and gain the sensibility to excel as global arts managers. This new
generation of managers will then be able to demonstrate social
responsibility and employ entrepreneurial strategies in managing
creative output, merging art with a knack for business and policy.

Contemporary in focus and innovative in approach, LASALLE has been
nurturing some of Singapore’s leading creative practitioners. Our
hero graduates and accomplished faculty staff include established
artists at the Venice Biennale, acclaimed designers recognized
by the British D&AD and red dot, respected curators, writers,
musicians, dance and theatre pioneers, and countless practitioners
from the creative industries in Singapore and beyond.
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Festival Partners and Sponsors
APPRECIATION
We would like to thank the following companies and organizations
for their utmost support in making i-AM 2010 possible.
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I AM TAKING CONTROL
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PROJECT 859
Project 859 is a participative photography exhibition depicting the
symphony of life in Singapore at one synchronized moment. Over the
course of one week, members of the public will be asked to photograph
a moment in their lives at 0859 daily. Entries will be organized
and displayed without artistic censure to capture all notions of
art. It is hoped that this artistic collaboration by virtual strangers
will bridge distances between people through the realization and
celebration of similarities and differences in individual lifestyles.
Of particular notice is the showcase of ‘859 Community Feature’, a
series of photographs depicting the lives of children living in 15 local
children homes at 0859h. This aims to help increase awareness and
social involvement in the less fortunate communities in Singapore.
DETAILS:
22 Mar to 29 Mar 2010
Orchard Central
11 am to 10 pm
www.project859.com

WALL-i-AM
Come take part in WALL-i-AM, an interactive travelling art exhibition that
will showcase a vibrant visual display of our collective identities. To
participate, simply complete the sentence “I AM _______” on the Post-it®
notes provided and then stick these Post-its® up for display on WALL-i-AM,
which will be travelling to various venues around Singapore.

WALL-i-AM also features a video art installation by LASALLE Fine Arts
student Shahid Surani, starring the members of LASALLE’s Arts Management
Programme as they share their very own “I AM _______” Post-it® notes.
DETAILS:
18 March 2010 – Sculpture Square: The Chapel
26 March 2010 – Raffles Place
28 March 2010 – Singapore Art Museum: The Glass Hall
18 TO 28 March 2010 – LASALLE College of the Arts

I AM TAKING CONTROL: prelude
I AM TAKING CONTROL: prelude aims to encourage the community to
participate and interact with music through the use of thread. This
represents the piecing together of a part of each individual’s life to form
a community, which is not a structured puzzle piece, but a collection
of circumstances that unpredictably tie people’s lives together.
DETAILS:
20 March 2010
Outside The Heeren Shops
8 pm to 10 pm
http://iamtakingcontrol.tumblr.com

I Am What I Am: “Make-A-Wish Foundation” Charity Initiative
In conjunction with the exhibition, “I Am What I Am” will be holding
a charity event in support of the “Make-A-Wish Foundation”.
The exhibited works will be put on sale and 50% of the total
sales will be donated to the “Make-A-Wish Foundation”.
DETAILS:
Sculpture Square
Exhibition Opening: 20 March 2010 (By Invite Only)
Open to Public: 21 & 22 March 2010
11 am TO 8.30 pm

(INTERACTIVE)
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i-AM deciphered

I AM TAKING CONTROL: fin.

i-AM deciphered is a visual art exhibition featuring a selection
of artworks of varied new media mediums by Bani Haykal,
Andreas Schlegel, Bridget Haworth, Vertical Submarine, Max
Lane, Jonathan Yang and Cheryl Heilemann. The concept of the
exhibition is based on the designated poem or prose.

“allow me to reintroduce
the fact that i am misinformed
of the puzzle pieces provided
as i have no prior understanding
of broken things.”

Additionally, the most outstanding entries from the i-AM captured
photography competition will be granted a feature.

I AM TAKING CONTROL: fin. features artists from different disciplines
to present a performance that brings the audience through a
multi - sensory aesthetic experience. This simultaneous display of
sounds, spoken-words and images immerses the audience in an
exploration of identity through the control of their senses.

DETAILS:
Post-Museum, 107 Rowell Road S209033
Opening Date:
23 March 2010
6pm TO 9pm
Featuring performance by MUX.
Exhibition Opening Hours:
24 March 2010 TO 31 March 2010
4pm TO 10pm (Tues-Fri)
12pm TO 10pm (Saturday)
12pm TO 10pm (Sunday)
Closed on Monday

Music and Performance by Amateur Takes Control
Spoken Word Poetry by Bani Haykal
Multimedia Visuals by Fezz Hoo
DETAILS:
26 March 2010
Dhoby Ghaut Green
830 pm (70 minutes without intermission; doors open at 8pm)
Free Admission

(COLLABORATIONS)
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I AM : AM
One of the highlights of IAM: AM will feature DJ Ming (Home Club)
together with Jazz musicians Jeremy (piano) & Kenneth (bass) and
acoustic indie songwriter Jon Chan (lead singer of popular rock band,
Plainsunset) to bring you a night like never before. Bending the rules
and altering perceptions, this collaboration will be a groundbreaking
display on how different musical genres, mediums and instruments
are able to mix like new ingredients to a fresh and intoxicating
cocktail. Join us as we embrace the new, appreciating adroit music
and feasting our eyes on an exclusive motor showcase by Vespa.
26 March 2010
Zirca Mega Club
8pm - 10pm
$30 (tickets available through Tickets.com)

I Am What I Am: Collaboration with “Runway Concept”
Showcasing the best of body painting in Singapore would be
“Runway Concept”. Holding on proudly to their highly respectable
reputation not only locally but internationally, “Runway Concept”
is ready to present their best works on the runway, which will
promise to make the event unforgettable. In addition to the runway
show, they will be also conducting workshops that will educate
the public about body painting, also known as wearable art.
DETAILS:
Sculpture Square
20 March 2010, 8PM
(Exhibition Opening and By Invitation Only)

(COLLABORATIONS)
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i-AM captured
The photography competition, titled i-AM captured, is open to
all secondary and tertiary students. Participating students will
be interpreting and portraying the designated poem or prose
in whichever way they want through the lens of a camera.
Participants will be given a designated poem or prose on the theme “I
AM”. Entries are to be sent to our event’s website. Results of the winning
entries decided by our judging panel will be out on 9 March 2010.
Top rated participants of i-AM captured can then find themselves:

• Exhibiting at i-AM deciphered, alongside the
industry’s practising professionals.

• Featured on various arts publications
• Featured on the i-AM scripted website
And many more…
Competition submission via Online Portal::
http://www.iamscripted.com
Competition date: 22 January 2010 TO 2 March 2010

(COMPETITIONS)
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Beat It!
Calling all BeatBoxers of Singapore! Come battle it out with us at a
competition to differentiate the pioneers from the amateurs, a test
of your rhythms, beats and grooves, and stand to win attractive
prizes! Special guest star appearance from sensational beat boxer,
Jacky Lam and star judge Charles Stitch Wong (Singapore Idol S3).
DETAILS:
Date: 6 March 2010
Venue: Toa Payoh
Time: 7.30PM TO 9.00PM
$5 competition fee is required to participate.
1st Round: Elimination round
1 minute per contestant.
2nd Round: Battling round
4 minutes, 2 contestants, 1 winner.
Send your Name, Age, Gender, NRIC, and Address to Cheryl Lim
at cheryl.lyy@mylasalle.sg. All applications close on 29th Feb 2010, 10pm.
Conditions:
15 years and above.
$5 competition fee, to be paid in CASH upon registration.
All participants to report 30 minutes before start of competition.

(COMPETITIONS)
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STRONGLY
IDENTITY BASED
Moments
Moments is a visual arts exhibition showcasing various young &
emerging artists. The focus of Moments stems from famed philosophical
quotes exploring the concept of time and of conflicting emotions
of familiarity, anxiety and distance. The concept of Moments is
for the exhibition to be integrated as part of the lifestyle mall,
Orchard Central. The aim is to allow the galleries to be chanced upon
randomly by shoppers, facilitating their participation in arts.
DETAILS:
22 Mar to 29 Mar 2010
Orchard Central
11 am to 10 pm
Gallery Opening on 22 Mar, 7 pm.

Young At (HE)Art
Young At (HE)Art aims to bond families, create opportunities for the
less fortunate, and instill memories through a series of interactive
performances that are artistic and heart-felt, enabling the audience to be
their own source of entertainment whilst interacting with the performers.
The series of events under Young at (HE)art will be held at the Riverboat
restaurant whereby programmes include a speech and drama workshop
followed by a memory re-enactment performance by both children
and parents. Subsequently, families will be treated to a dinner theatre
performance. The three events will be captured and exhibited as a photologue where the families or children can take home photo memoirs
of their experiences. These events will allow participants to come
together and feel a sense of nostalgia through performing arts.
DETAILS:
18- 21 March 2010
RiverBoat Marina Bay
10 am TO 5 pm / 2 pm TO 9.30 pm
$200 (Package for 2 Adults and 2 Children).
Additional person (regardless of age) is $40.
Please email deidre.ling@mylasalle.sg or call
90903220 (Deidre) for package purchases.

(STRONGLY IDENTITY BASED)
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Storytelling
Armed with a kaleidoscope of musical gadgets and toys, The Analog Girl
will take you on a musical odyssey of myths and legends in Storytelling,
an intimate evening of electronic tunes held at the Singapore Art Museum:
The Glass Hall. Undoubtedly a pioneer and femme fatale of the local
music scene, The Analog Girl’s unique and seductive sound will be sure
to mesmerize, bringing down the barriers between the artist and the
audience as she shares her musical stories of love and the universe.

Reflection
Look into the mirror, what do you see?
Reflection promises an eye-opening experience, offering a look beyond the
mirror to examine the true notions of identity as perceived by ourselves.
The different elements of theatre, visual arts and music will come together
in this one-night-only show taking place at the Sculpture Square: The
Chapel. Come explore the various ‘live’ art installations depicting vignettes
of the stereotypical complaints of today’s society, on issues ranging
from weight and body image to financial troubles and interpersonal
relationships, and discover the reflections of yourself in each of them.
DETAILS:
18 March 2010, 8 pm
Sculpture Square, The Chapel
$17 (Standard), $12 (Concession)
(TICKETS available through tickets.com)

I am What I Am
“I Am What I Am” is a two-day exhibition, showcasing a variety
of artworks inspired by the human body. Be it in the form of
painting, video art or photography, the exhibition will portray
the human body as an inspiration for the artworks. The exhibition
aims to raise awareness and appreciation for body art, and also
to nurture young up and coming local artists and their art.
The exhibition will display some of the most exquisite work that
will provoke the thoughts and alter the perceptions of viewers.
Details:
Sculpture Square, The Chapel
Exhibition Opening: 20 March 2010, 8 pm (By Invitation Only),
Open to Public: 21 & 22 March 2010
Gallery hours: 11 am – 830 pm

DETAILS:
28 March 2010, 8 pm
Singapore Art Museum: The Glass Hall
$15 (presale); $20 (at the door)
(TICKETS available through tickets.com)

India And Me 2010
As the closing event for the I-AM 2010, the India And Me Carnival
2010 promises to reward audiences with a jam-packed day of fun!
Expect a variety of lively and interactive performances, food and
drinks stalls, games and much more. Indian-fusion performers such
as dance groups Tez-Dhaar, Sher-E-Punjab, even a Michael Jackson
impersonator will be making an appearance. The Singapore Dhol
Squad and Voodoo.Drums will be providing musical performances
designed to infect and compel you to move and groove. Throw in a
snake charmer, fire jugglers, henna artists and great games for
the young and not-so-young to conclude the festival with a bang!
Details:
20 March 2010
Redhill Amphitheatre
1 pm to 11 pm
Free Admission

(STRONGLY IDENTITY BASED)
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IAMLEDGE
The System of Journey
Having named the master classes as such, it is to represent the journey
of each individual who will be joining us under the wings of the foreign
choreographers, Andye Jamison. Each class will be taught differently
so as to allow the dancers to learn six entirely different routines
and tips to enable them to dance to the best of their abilities. Master
classes will be held at the main sponsor’s dance studio, O School.
For those who wish to be dancers for Andye Jamison for the
main event, the master classes will also act as an audition.
DETAILS:
20 March
O School
1pm – 2.30pm
3pm – 4.30pm
5.30pm – 7pm
$55 per class
$150 for 3 classes package (limited to 40 signups)
Limited to 40 students per class.
Tickets can also be purchased through Gilian at 96938445.
The System of Awakening
29 March 2010
*Scape, The Warehouse
8 pm
$25 (standard); $20 (concession)

i-AM form (Art Talk)
For the first time ever, established poet, Bani Haykal and
deviantART sensation, Cheryl Heilemann, will be sharing their
expertise in the Art Talks, i-AM form. This gives the public the rare
opportunity to pick their creative brains. i-AM form is opened
to all interested parties. Priority will be given to students and
subjected to a first-come-first-serve basis due to limited capacity.
DETAILS:
27 March 2010
Post-Museum, 107 Rockwell Road S209033

Bani Haykal

Time: 2 pm – 3 pm

Cheryl Heilemann
Time: 3 pm – 5 pm

Bollywood Dreams
Always wanted to dance like a true-blue Bollywood star?
Bring your dancing shoes and come on down to Moshi Moshi
Bollywood, a unique pub and dance studio in Orchard Road with
an international appeal. Learn a new and fun dance routine,
incorporating both Western and Bollywood styles taught by an
expert choreographer. Workshop participants will also be invited to
demonstrate their new skills in Singapore’s first Bollywood-inspired
flash mob, a choreographed dance in the heart of Orchard Road!

DETAILS:
Moshi Moshi Bollywood; Cuppage Plaza
19 March 2010.
6 pm to 9 pm 
$20 (with one free drink and certificate of completion)
$25 on site purchase.
Student and Early Bird Tickets at $15.
20% off for group purchase of more than 4 people.
(Register and payment through Tickets.com)

(WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS)
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I-AM 2010 FESTIVAL CALENDER

I-AM 2010 FESTIVAL CALENDER

DATES

EVENT

TIME

VENUE

DATES

EVENT

TIME

VENUE

18 March

Reflection
& WALL-i-AM

8 pm – 930 pm

Sculpture
Square,
The Chapel

22 – 29 March

Moments

Opening: 7pm
Gallery Hours:
11 am – 10 pm

Orchard Central

17 - 19 March

The System
of Journey

7 pm – 830 pm /
830 pm-10 pm

O School

18 – 21 March

Young at (HE)art

10 am – 930 pm

Riverboat

23 – 31 March

I am Deciphered

Post-Museum

19 March

Bollywood
Dreams

6 pm – 9 pm

Moshi Moshi
Bollywood

OPENING: 6 PM
GALLERY HOURS:
4 PM - 10 PM
(Weekdays)
12 pm – 10 pm
(Weekends)
Closed on
Monday

20 March

I Am Taking
Control : prelude

8 pm – 10 pm

The Heeren Shops

26 March

I Am Taking
Control : FIN

8 PM

Dhoby Ghaut
Green

20 March

India and me

1 pm - 11 pm

REDHILL
AMPHITHEATRE

26 March

I AM : AM

8 pm – 10 pm

ZIRCA MEGA CLUB

20 – 22 March

I Am What I Am

OpENING: 8PM
GALLERY HOURS:
11 AM - 8.30 PM

Sculpture
Square,
The Chapel

28 March

Storytelling
& WALL-i-AM

8 pm – 9.30 pm

Singapore
Arts Museum,
The Glass Hall

NOTES:

NOTES:

THE PEOPLE BEHIND I-AM 2010

I AM TAKING CONTROL

I AM THE SYSTEM

I AM : AM

Young at (HE)art

Producer

Producer

Project Managers

Producer/Administrator

adel.rashid@mylasalle.sg

tiara.johari@mylasalle.sg

Cheryl.lyy@@mylasalle.sg

deidre.ling@mylasalle.sg

Tiara Joe

Cheryl Lim

Deidre Ling

Marketing Manager

Production manager

Safiah Sulaiman

teresa.fu@mylasalle.sg

ginchia.lam@mylasalle.sg

Marketing Managers

gilbert.sarah@mylasalle.sg

jean.lau@mylasalle.sg

Shahrizal Selamat

Teresa Fu

Lam Gin Chia

safiah.sulaiman@gmail.com

Production Manager

Marketing Manager

Emmanuel Lau

melissa.b@mylasalle.sg

gilian.lim@mylasalle.sg

Red Lebrun

Melissa Hayley Kaur
Arts Administrator

Eleanor Tan

eleanor.tan@mylasalle.sg

Gilian Lim

Administrator

Lydia Lum

lydia.lum@mylasalle.sg

MIRROR

INDIA AND ME

Arts Managers

Project Manager

nabila.wahbi@mylasalle.sg

diane.chen@mylasalle.sg

Belle Yusuf
Ili Atiqah

ili.razid@mylasalle.sg

Diane Chen

Marketing Manager
& Artistic Director

Amaliah Kaiyat

KP

Amaliah.kaiyat@mylasalle.sg

contact.tezdhaar@gmail.com

Karen Tang

Production Manager

karen.tang@mylasalle.sg

Tara Donohue

marie.donohue@mylasalle.sg
Arts Administrator

Denise Ooi

denise.ooi@mylasalle.sg

justin.lebrun@mylasalle.sg
Production Managers

Claris Mok

claris.mok@mylasalle.sg

Keith Kwan

hoymeng.kwan@mylasalle.sg
Arts Administrators

Cynthia Sumarijanto

cynthia.sumarijanto@mylasalle.sg

Rain Seow

rain.seow@gmail.com

Marketing Manager:

Sarah Gilbert

Production Manager:

shahrizal.s@mylasalle.sg

4AM ST(ART)
Project Manager

Jeanie Poh

jeanie.poh@mylasalle.sg
Exhibitions Manager

Vijayalakshmi
d/o Balankrishnan
vija.bala@mylasalle.sg

Marketing Manager

Tanja von Stegmann
tanja.stein@mylasalle.sg
Administrative Manager

Esther Chew

esther.chew@mylasalle.sg

(THE PEOPLE BEHIND 1-AM 2010)

Adel Rashid

THE PEOPLE BEHIND I-AM 2010

SCRIPTED

I AM WHAT I AM

Project Manager

Project Manager

joycelyn.ng@mylasalle.sg

eileen.goh@mylasalle.sg

Joycelyn Ng

Eileen Goh

Marketing and Production Manager

Marketing Manager

jieying.guo@mylasalle.sg

zhengyi.low@mylasalle.sg

Guo Jieying

Marketing and Media Manager

Low Zhengyi

Production Manager

Inch Chua

Joel Harumal

Production Manager

Arts Administrative

peiwen.yap@mylasalle.sg

dang.utsav@mylasalle.sg

inch.chua@mylasalle.sg

Yap Peiwen

Administrative Officer

Richard Lim

richard.lim@mylasalle.sg

harumal.shafiee@mylasalle.sg

Utsav Dang

lecturers,
family
& friends.
art lovers.
artists.
you.
thank you.
see you
next year!

microscopic
pocket
constructs
confluences,
between
passages,
bridging
the infinite
paradoxes
of being.

BANI HAYKAL

